Radiological assessment of surgical treatment results in children and adolescents with pectus excavatum: medium-term results of 75 cases
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Abstract: Objective — Minimally invasive repair of pectus excavatum (PE) has been established as the preferred technique for the repair of PE. Modified techniques of repair based on D. Nuss method for PE are promoted to improve the safety of the procedures. Purpose of this work was to analyzing the operative results with accounting of the toracometric parameters of pectus excavatum in children and adolescents. Methods — Toracometric parameters were the followings, as: sternum rotation, cardiac and pulmonary vein rotation angles, Haller and asymmetry indices in children and adolescents with PE. 48 (64%) patients are operated by D. Nuss procedure and 27 (36%) with modifications, due to severity of diagnostic parameters, which were exhibited the significance difference between pre- and postoperative indices, mainly, in patients who has a severe degree changes preoperatively. Results — The sternum rotation degree (in 75 patients) was decreased till 0.4±0.02° (P=0.01), whereas was 20.7±0.46° preoperatively (P=0.001). Preoperatively, the mean of cardiac rotation angle significantly reduced, preoperatively was 56.0±2.9° (P=0.001) (in 75 patients) and after operative intervention made up 47.0±2.7° (P=0.001). Haller index also is decreased till 2.3±0.2, whereas was 3.9±0.2 preoperatively (P=0.002). The angle of the pulmonary vein rotation was preoperatively 51.0±3.4° (P=0.001) and after operation was increased till 53.0±1.8° (P=0.01). Conclusions — It has necessity apply the computer tomography investigation in patients with PE deformity. Also, it cannot miss the stage of the sterno-costal complex strength, its pliability and the gravity of the sternum rotation, which may lead to raise the share of good and excellent results.
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Introduction

The congenital deformations of the chest produce a great problem at the pediatric orthopedics by the severality of its types [1]. Pectus excavatum (PE) is the most common view dysplastic impairment of the chest [2-4], which is characterized with various degrees of the depth of anterior chest wall, especially in the sternocostal complex area. By domestic authors data the occurrence rate of this pathology was ranged from 0.06 to 2.3% and by foreign authors literatures was fluctuated from 0.2 to 1.3%, according to the vary of regions [2].

The diagnostic issues of children and adolescents with PE in pre- and postoperative periods were improved their necessity level. Recently, for the better visualization of the chest elements a simple radiography method was considered as a relevant diagnostic method and usually [5, 6], X-ray radiography was carried out by three planes (antero-posterior projection, lateral view and either left axial or right axial planes).

However, the majority parts of children’s anterior chest wall consist of the cartilaginous tissues. Because, the X ray radiography may be low-informative investigative method. The application of Multi Spiral Computed Tomography (MSCT) method in diagnosis of the PE was built the possibility to obtain more information which concern with current pathology [7].

The more representations may obtain in 3D reconstructions as about the morphological structures of sternocostal complex, the spatial characters of localization and the radiologic condition of the chest inner organs and about the topographic localization of abnormality changed anterior wall parts and mediastinal organs [8].

The current investigation method helps to select of operative treatment approach depending on the angle of sternum rotation and both edges angles of the PE deformity (right and left sides), which they would increase the share of asymmetry. About the standing of the inserted fixation device with appropriate ribs in the correction position of the sternocostal complex in postoperative period was recognized. And also, one of the useful characters of this method was a periodicity of its application with dynamic observation of the deformation development.

Purpose of this investigative work was analyzing the operative results with accounting of the toracometric parameters of pectus excavatum in children and adolescents.
Table 1. Distribution of patients by sex and method of correction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>D. Nuss procedure, n=48 (64%)</th>
<th>The modifications of D. Nuss procedure, n=27 (36%)</th>
<th>Mtm</th>
<th>P-level [girls vs boys]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girls, n=25 (33.3%)</td>
<td>17 (22.6%)</td>
<td>8 (10.7%)</td>
<td>12.5±4.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys, n=50 (66.7%)</td>
<td>31 (41.4%)</td>
<td>19 (25.3%)</td>
<td>25.0±6.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, n=75 (100%)</td>
<td>48 (64.0%)</td>
<td>27 (36.0%)</td>
<td>37.5±10.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Preoperative axial tomographic scan. The cardiac rotation angle is 68.9° degrees.

Figure 2. Preoperative axial tomographic scan. The pulmonary vein rotation angle is 47.8° degrees.

Figure 3. Preoperative axial tomographic scan. The sternum rotation angle is 17.2° degrees, the parameters of Haller and asymmetry indexes are shown. a – transversal thorax dimension. b – sagittal right and b1 left distances. c – sternovertebral distance.

Material and methods

The investigation was performed on 75 children, who underwent operative treatment in Children’s Traumatology, Deformities of thorax and Spine Pathology department of Scientific Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedic of Republic Uzbekistan from 2007 to 2012 years with various severity of pectus excavatum deformity by index Gyzicka. From all patients in 48 (64%) cases operative intervention was performed by D. Nuss procedure, which was considered as a most Minimal Invasive Repair of Pectus Excavatum (MIRPE) [9-11, 13], that is, the excavated deformity is repaired without any type (wedge or transversal) of the sternotomy and cartilages resection [12] of abnormally developed parts of the ribs and in another 27 (36%) patients the PE deformation was corrected by modification of D. Nuss procedure and the small statistical validity (P<0.05) was determined between two groups. The patients were distributed by correction method, which is shown in Table 1. Also, patients were distributed through sex, such as boys in 48 (64%) and girls in 27 (36%) cases, with the also small statistical validity between compared groups (P<0.05). Average age was 11, with ranging from 5 to 17 years. Age-related distribution of patients introduced in the Table 1 too.

MSCT Protocol

The assessment of efficacy of operative interventions was evaluated with the measuring of the several thoracometric parameters in axial tomographic scan planes of CT investigation, which was carried out in the Roentgen radiology department of Tashkent Medical Academy, with the period from 2007 to 2012 years. Investigation was performed by Siemens Somatom Emotion 6 2009 (Somaris/Syngo CT 2009 E), spiral computer tomography scanner. During the examination, the patient was in supine position and breathing withhold. It is not necessity of preparation for scanning. The hands are behind the head. The scanner diapason ranged from superior thoracic aperture till posterior costodiaphragmatic recess level. The lung window image W/L=1500/500, mediastinum without contrast W/L=400/40. 16 scanners with standard 1-1.5 mm, TF 10 mm, CS 5 mm, RI 4 mm. The scanning parameters were 80-100 kv. The slices were performed in sagittal, axial and frontal planes and 3D reconstruction. Tomography slices were led through the most concave chest parts on inhalation and exhalation moments, for determining the difference during the chest movement. The slices were carried out by accuracy in each 1 mm.

There were such indicators measured [8, 14, 17] during the pre- and postoperative periods, as: cardiac rotation (Figure 1), pulmonary vein rotation (Figure 2), change of the sternum rotation angle (Figure 3), Haller index (HI) (Figure 3) and asymmetry index (Figure 3).

The degree of cardiac rotation was measured by the angle which made between lines carrying out through midline of the chest to the most lateral and interior point of heart contour. We didn’t distribute the obtained cardiac rotation parameters, but may be several normal indices according to the constitution of human body. However, we determined the potential difference these obtained pre- and postoperative parameters.
The degree of the inferior pulmonary vein rotation was measured by the angle which made between lines carrying out through the body of vertebra and across the inferior pulmonary vein. We determined the potential difference these obtained pre- and postoperative parameters too.

The sternum rotation degree is more important parameter for choosing the correction method. Because, if the osteocartilaginous parts of the chest are yet flexible [15, 16], the sternum rotation may be correct itself gradually, during the immobilization period and if the osteocartilaginous parts of the chest are most rigid, the sternum rotation doesn’t correct to the end and may occurrence the several secondary atypical deformations. This parameter is measured by the angle between the lines carrying out across the sternum corpus and frontal line of the chest. The chest asymmetry is confirmed according to the degree of sternum rotation and asymmetry index parameters. If the sternum rotation dimension is “low” than 15°, it is “mild”, within 15°-30°, it is “moderate” degree and “high” than 30°, the deformation is identified as “severe”. In figure 3 the sternum rotation angle is averaged as a “moderate” (17.2°).

The asymmetry index (Figure 3) is measured on axial chest CT image with dividing by right sagittal diameter to left sagittal (b/b1) and the obtained value is subtracted from 1. If the obtained value is less than 0.05 the left side of the chest is considered more convex and if the value is bigger than 0.05 the right side is more convex. From all of 75 patients in 41 (54.6%) was more convex in right side and in other 34 (45.4%) was left side convexity.

The Haller index (Figure 3) has high value to evaluate of the deformation severity. HI is measured by dividing the transversal chest distance to sternovertebral distance. If HI>3.3 the deformation index is identified as “high” and vice versa, if the dimension is less than 3.3, the deformation index is considered as a “low”.

Methods of correction

All 75 patients underwent operative treatment. The choice of the correction technique was made due to the intensity of the sternocostal complex elasticity and the gravity of the sternum rotation degree and other indicators, which are used for comparing analysis all of obtained results. The Nuss operation was performed in 48 (64%) patients, whom the costal part of the chest was maintained its pliability and the mean average of sternal rotation was below 15°. So, we could repair the PE deformations without cartilaginous resection or several types of sternotomy. The excavated deformation is eliminated with the turning over the inserted D. Nuss steel bar. In other 27 (36%) patients was detected the low degree of the sterno-costal complex elasticity and there was severe degree of the sternum rotation, above 16°. Because, we made the cartilaginous resection on both borders of excavated deformation and transversal wedge sternotomy if the sternum rotation is unidirectional, so no high and the pliable is not absence. If the costal pliable is absence, sternum rotation is multidirectional and too high, the correction was performed with using “T” shaped sternotomy, cartilaginous resection and stabilization the mobilized sterno-costal complex using the D. Nuss steel bar.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed by “STATISTICA” 6.0 software. Pre- and postoperative parameters data were compared according to the t-Student method. Mean values were compared by the method of two independent samples. Postoperative results were assessed by analyzing the same data according to the pair sample method.

Results

As we cited the diagnostic parameters (cardiac rotation, pulmonary vein rotation, change of the sternum rotation angle, Haller index and asymmetry index) in materials and methods section, their results are shown in Table 2.

Such as it was shown in Table 2 that, the sternum rotation degree of all patients averaged 20.7±0.5, with the ranging of deviation from 10.2±0.5 till 31.2±0.7 in patients of third age groups and fixed P level within 0.05–0.001.

Severity deformation analysis was made with the measuring of Haller index except of Gizycka index and in all patients was averaged 3.9±0.2, with the ranging of deviation from 3.2±0.2 till 4.9±0.3, P level was within 0.01–0.002.

Cardiac rotation and pulmonary vein angles, which are indicating parameters of chest inner organs architectonics dispositions, were changed by the relation to the severity of the PE deformity and during the evaluation it was installed the increase of cardiac rotation degree with the ranging from 47.0±3.2 till 66.0±2.9 and averaging 56.0±2.9 (P level within 0–0.001). Pulmonary vein angle degree has indirect relation association by the increasing of PE depth and was evaluated the most small meaning in patients with severe degree of PE – 46.0±2.9, high meaning was in patients with mild degree of PE – 60.0±3.8, averaging = 51.0±3.4 and was installed the P level within 0.1–0.001.

Postoperatively, all (75) patients were examined in the period of 4 years after applying the operative method in 11 (14.7%) patients, 18 (24.0%) patients with 3 years, 26 (34.6%) patients with 2 and other 20 (26.7%) patients with yearly results with introducing above-mentioned parameters. Deformation indices were exhibited the significance difference between pre- and postoperative periods, mainly, in patients who has a severe degree changes preoperatively. Postoperative obtained results are presented in Table 3.

The sternum rotation degree (in 75 patients) was decreased till 0.4±0.02° (P<0.01), whereas was 20.7±0.46° (P=0.001) preoperatively. In all patients with difference severity of PE deformity was noted significance decreasing of sternum rotation with the ranging from 0.3±0.03 till 0.4±0.02 (P level within 0–0.01).
The mean of cardiac rotation angle significantly reduced, preoperatively 56.0±2.9° (P = 0–0.001) (in 75 patients) with the ranging from 47.0±3.0 till 66.0±3.5 and after operative intervention made up 47.0±2.7° (P = 0.02–0.001) fig.4 with the ranging from 39.0±2.1 till 56.0±2.4. The pulmonary vein angle isn’t significantly changed, preoperatively was 51.0±3.4° (P = 0.1–0.001) (in 75 patients) with the ranging from 60.0±3.8 till 43.0±2.9 and after operative intervention made up 53.0±1.8° (P = 0–0.01) with the ranging from 61.0±2.1 till 46.0±2.9.

Haller index also is decreased till 2.3±0.2 with the ranging from 2.1±0.2 till 2.4±0.3 without significance, whereas was 3.9±0.2 preoperatively (P = 0.01–0.002) with the ranging from 3.2±0.2 till 4.9±0.3 (Figure 5).

Discussion

Radiological assessment of the chest wall is considered as a fundamental method of evaluation of deformity components. 3D reconstruction enables us to visualization not only chest wall condition but also presents topography condition of inner chest organs. According to the some authors reports the majority of patients give positive results after operative correction in perspective of cosmetic and functional aspects. But, in some situations they become dissatisfied with its cosmetic and functional results. So, we have an opinion, that surgeons must apply the radiological assessment methods occasionally, that the several complaints not should appear and miss.

D. Nuss operation is intended for patients whose deformation is more symmetric, that is, the rotation grade is below than 15° and the chest is not rigid. If it was performed the Nuss procedure in asymmetric deformation with high range of rotation grade and rigid, it may be appear the secondary atypical deformations in the area or outside from the primary excavated deformation.

Applying the "T" shaped sternotomy is the optimal variant for elimination of the sternum rotation. We could eliminate the PE deformity without any difficulties with using these two types of correction methods.

The proposed indices figured for assessment of obtained postoperative results. As it is known, the deformation is divided by type into two groups: symmetric and asymmetric type of deformations. The choice of the correction method is must be with the accounting of these types of deformations. In several cases the deformation is looked outwardly as a symmetric. But, we may determine true shape of the deformation by the measuring the angle of the sternum rotation, with applying the CT investigation, because the minor sternum rotation is outwardly not visible. So, the correction of these types of the deformations more frequently leads to occurrence the several secondary atypical types of deformations. In primarily cases these negative situations may occur in adolescent aged patients, because their osteocartilaginous parts of the chest are become so rigid. In such cases it is impossible to obtain of satisfactory results with correct chest contour relief. As criteria of the evaluation of like asymmetric type of PE are the sternum torsion and asymmetry index. Preoperatively was more convex in right side in 41 (54.6%) patients and in other 34 (45.4%) was left side convexity and the average of the sternum rotation angle was 20.7±0.46° (P = 0.001) in 75 patients preoperatively. We could achieve to decrease till 0.4±0.02° postoperatively (P=0.01).

PE deformity is such enlarged, as mechanical pushed away to the chest inner organs. In axial image of CT investigation the stage of the rotation angles of the heart and left inferior pulmonary vein are evaluated. It was the direct correlation between the grades of the sternum rotation and the left inferior pulmonary vein angle with the enlarging ofpectus excavatum. So, heart is blended laterally and posteriorly with the rotation in counterclockwise by the development of the deformations, but the angle of the pulmonary vein is decreased. Postoperatively these changes were approximately in norm. Preoperatively the cardiac rotation was 56.0±2.9° (P=0.001) and postoperatively averaged 47.0±2.7° (P=0.001). The angle of the pulmonary vein rotation was preoperatively 51.0±3.4° (P=0.001) and after operation was increased till 53.0±1.8° (P=0.01). It was also enlarged the chest inner volume. The postoperative condition of operated patients is satisfactory and they were not claimed any complaints and were very satisfied with us by cosmetic and functional aspects.
Conclusion

It has necessity apply the MSCT investigation in patients with PE deformity in preoperative period by evaluating of the suggested by us indicates. Also, it cannot miss the stage of the sternocostal complex strength. D. Nuss operation is the most optimal correction variant of PE when the sternocostal complex is sufficiently pliable. It was warranty to obtain the good results if the correction methods will choose according to the above-admitted indicates.
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